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			Solutions

The global Port Community is vast and diverse and at OneStop we recognise that different members have different needs.

Our suite of integrated products and solutions tailored to the specific needs of industry operators has been developed to maximise operating efficiency and cost management throughout the supply chain.
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                    Ports and Terminals

                    Port congestion is one of the biggest challenges shared by ports and terminals around the world.

Commonly caused by a lack of transparent information flow, under-utilisation of equipment and inefficient practices, OneStop’s solutions have been developed with these issues in mind, helping to drive new efficiency and productivity.
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                            Vehicle Booking System

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Providing a comprehensive terminal-to-landside interface, delivering efficiency gains to the entire port community.

                                Learn more 
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                            OneStop Modal

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Our fully integrated gate and inventory management solution benefits the whole supply chain. Anytime, anywhere container handling management is in your hands.

                                Learn more 
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                            MSIC

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Our MSIC Port Access card provides you with terminal access, no additional costs for induction or training required to access maritime security zones and a bonus free photo.
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                            ComPay

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Eliminate cheques, couriers, and bank fees and get a faster release of goods by using ComPay.
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                    Container Parks and Depots

                    Long truck queues, congestion and container re-directions. At OneStop we understand the unique challenges of managing truck and container traffic.

Our technology solutions provide interconnectivity between supply chain partners to more effectively manage resources, improve business efficiency and reduce operational costs.
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                                Our comprehensive online portal solution allows users to submit PRAs, access live vessel schedules, and track containers in real-time.
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                                Smarter cargo management with container alerts sent as events occur and consolidated vessel schedules delivered to your inbox or software every two hours.
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                                Eliminate cheques, couriers, and bank fees and get a faster release of goods by using ComPay.
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                    Shipping Lines

                    Our innovative technology solutions provide unrivalled export and import information services.

Improve daily operations by receiving real-time data validation, data messaging and data visibility. More effectively manage communications between container terminal operators, Australian Customs, port authorities, container parks, road, rail, importers and exporters.
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                                “Tag” a container to move it out of the terminal by rail instead of road.
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                    Importers and Exporters

                    In order to fulfil regulatory requirements and coordinate transport and labour resources, you need accurate information about vessel and container movements. OneStop’s solutions can help give you a competitive edge.
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                    Rail & Road Freight

                    As rising costs are passed up the supply chain, adopting smart technology and more efficient ways of working is more important than ever. Our technology solutions can help carrier businesses overcome common problems, such as poor truck utilisation, congestion and queues, and lack of data communication and visibility. We provide a number of key services to assist your daily operations.
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                    Freight Forwarders and Customs Brokers

                    Having the most up-to-date information about vessel and container movements is not just about better service. It’s essential for meeting regulatory obligations along with required documentation and communications. These key services from OneStop can help your business operate more efficiently and serve your customers more effectively.
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		We are committed to working collaboratively with all members of the community to deliver efficiency gains for everyone.
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